I am so **GLAD** Jesus lives today
clap on **glad**

This is the tomb where Jesus lay
(hands clasped—thumbs together)

I am so **GLAD** Jesus lives today
clap on **glad**

This is the tomb where Jesus lay
(hands clasped—thumbs together)
This is the stone **God** rolled away
(thumbs open)

These are my hands I fold to pray
(praying hands)

This is the stone **God** rolled away
(thumbs open)

These are my hands I fold to pray
(praying hands)
These are my eyes that read God's word
point to eyes palms make open book

This is the lovely angel that said,
(thumbs crossed like a butterfly)

These are my eyes that read God's word
point to eyes palms make open book

This is the lovely angel that said,
(thumbs crossed like a butterfly)
“Jesus is risen from the dead!”
(point to up)

This is my heart that loves the Lord
(hands on heart)

This is my heart that loves the Lord
(hands on heart)